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犹他驾照路考模拟录像解说词
录像网址 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTUCmTbPQfo
0:00 字 幕 The road test video was created by the Utah Driver License Division for informational
purposes
0:00 The road test video was created by the Utah Driver License Division for informational purposes to
provide individuals a preview of the road test.
0:10 Let’s go over a little bit of the maneuvers what I am going to ask you to do while you are testing.
OK
You will be doing a parallel parking maneuver OK Ok Three Point Turn OK Uhh Several left turns, Several
right turns, OK Lane Changes, OK Backing Up OK, U-Turn OK
Any of those, do you have any other question? I don’t Any other Maneuvers.
While you are operating the vehicle, you will continue straightforward, OK, at all times unless I give you
instructions to do something different. OK and Be aware that you are responsible for the safe operation
of the vehicle the entire time. Perfect. Alright, Yes, I will not try to trick you at all. OK and I won’t ask you
to do anything illegal. OK Alright, Perfect so if you are ready, let’s go ahead and start . You will continue
straight forward. OK
1:03 字 幕 Skill tests are given by appointment only. Vehicle must be properly registered
1:18 Now make a right turn at next intersection
1:50 字 幕 Always STOP if lights are flashing. Clear both directions then proceed
2:01 make a left turn
2:10 make a left turn
2:13 We are making notes entire time so don’t let that make you nervous ok? OK
2:30 make a right turn at next intersection
2:48 make a right turn
2:56 right about that sign, I would like you to Stop Please. OK Stop in your lane for just a moment and I
would like you to back up, so Straight Line backing up about 30-50 feet until I tell you to stop OK
3:06 字 幕 Backing Maneuver Always turn your head and look toward the rear while backing
3:16 Stop OK Alright We will continue straight forward
3:36 make a right turn at intersection OK
3:54 It is quiet out here today. It is!
3:58 Right Turn at intersection please
4:07 left turn at intersection OK
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4:25 I would like you to do a three point turn when it is safe to do so OK
4:30 字 幕 Three Point Turn
4:54 Very good. Thank you
4:59 make a right turn. OK
5:02 Do you see those cones ahead of you? Yes. Let’s have you parallel parking in between those. OK
5:15 字 幕 Parallel Parking
6:02 when it is safe to do so, you can pull out into traffic
6:21 make a left turn at the intersection OK
6:37 And I would like you to make a U turn at the intersection OK
6:45 字 幕 U-Turn should only be made on a street which is sufficiently wide enough to allow a turn
from left hand lane
7:01 OK, Lane change to the left when you can
7:10 Do you see the yellow up ahead? I would like you to pull to side and park for me. Please
7:21 字 幕 Hill Parking UP hill with curb - turn wheels from the curb
7:34 When it is safe to do, go ahead pull into traffic
7:50 Just pull straight ahead here at the stop sign and park, and we’ll go over your score. OK. Alright
8:03 OK. You did very well. I was very impressed. Perfect I was so nervous. Were you? Yes. You did
great. A few things I do want let you know. OK When you parallel park, if you don’t turn quite so sharp,
the rear of your vehicle won’t go this far at the angle. So don’t give it quite sharp, When you first begin,
don’t turn your wheel quite sharp, and then you don’t have to pull up second time, but you did great.
Thank you You corrected it. You did wonderfully. OK
And then at railroad, you actually can stop just a little bit longer, make a full complete stop and make
sure you are clearing both ways for the caution and then you can go ahead to proceed.
Do you have any question about you test today? I don’t. Right. You passed today.
Thank you so much. You are so welcome.
I do need your signature. Just that I went over the test with you and gave you opportunities to ask me
questions.
Perfect. Thank you so much
Let’s go over get your driver license.

